Aneel Delawalla: If we pivot to some of the more traditional ways we think about how finance operates at Red Hat and the day-to-day work you do and the types of technologies you use, the ways you organize, the types of skills that are in the organization, how is that shifting? How are roles changing? How is the organization evolving, given all of these other macro changes going on?

Carolyn Nash: We’ve had a tremendous focus over the past number of years on not only implementing better technology but also supporting it with standardized processes, starting to embed technologies like AI and RPA into our processes and so that the role that we play as finance people, engaging with our systems and our processes has changed. We’ve really evolved to more of these digital skills, which are not so much technical in nature but what is your role as finance when you're engaging with new technologies and new information coming out of those technologies? So what that has done is really positioned finance to up level and change the conversation, because we're spending less time diving in…manipulating the data but we're spending more of our time using that information and helping drive the conversation and influence the outcomes, so it's been a pretty exciting shift.

Aneel: That’s been the promise of these technologies, which is get the hands, the time, the people, out of cobbling the data together and allow those people, free those people up, liberate their time to focus on the insights, the decision-making, the business partnership.